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It's still a two platform world at the moment.

Android and iOS account for almost 90 percent of the global smartphone market. They control a similar share of the U.S. smartphone market, the world’s largest by revenue.

If we look at overall mobile market share globally, including both smartphones and tablets, they take an 85 percent share.

This de facto duopoly has raised worries about so much power being concentrated in two companies’ hands. Many in the industry have started to grumble about the need for a third major mobile platform.

But for now there’s no certainty about which company, if any, will be able to mount a serious challenge to Google’s and Apple’s dominance.

In this report, we first examine the rationale for a third platform, and then survey the potential competitors for the coveted third spot.

- Microsoft has a head start. It launched Windows Phone in 2010, and tablet-friendly Windows 8 this year. It is experienced in building
developer communities. However, Windows Phone has so far only managed a paltry 3 percent platform market share.

- Amazon has the most potential to upend the market. A smartphone would be a natural extension of Amazon’s distribution empire, and its Kindle Fire tablet play. Amazon has 106 million unique visitors accessing its sites, many of them with credit cards on file.
- Samsung is a dark horse. Its dependency on Android may become a liability and push the South Korean manufacturer into the platform business. Samsung’s strength is its hardware sales prowess — Samsung shipped over 56 million smartphones in the third quarter of 2012.

The Rationale For A Third Platform

Apart from Google and Apple, most everyone in the mobile ecosystem is interested in the emergence of a third major mobile platform.

The argument in favor of a third platform is straightforward and compelling: A new, robust competitor will prevent the dominant platforms from growing complacent or stifling innovation.

"At the end of the day, it’s truly about consumer choice and competition, which drives more innovation," says Peter Farago, vice president of marketing at Flurry, a mobile analytics company.

Some components of the mobile value chain are more eager to see the emergence of a third platform than others. Apple and Google are pretty happy with the status quo. Consumers are probably not consciously pining for a third mobile platform. Developers would happily get behind a third platform if it widened their revenue streams.

But more than anyone else, it’s the carriers — telecommunications giants such as U.S.-based Verizon — that are actively throwing their weight behind a third platform.

Verizon CEO Lowell McAdam predicted the emergence of a third mobile platform in late 2011. The contenders, as he saw it then, were Samsung’s Bada, Microsoft’s Windows Phone, or RIM’s new BlackBerry platform.

“The carriers are beginning to coalesce around the need for a third ecosystem,” McAdam was quoted as saying in TechCrunch.

More recently, Verizon CFO Francis Shammo, speaking on an earnings call earlier this year, said his company was "fully supportive" of Microsoft’s efforts to develop a third ecosystem. Shammo also mentioned the precedent of Verizon’s key early support for Android, which today has a greater market share than Apple’s iOS.
Later, Shammo told Reuters that Verizon is "working with Microsoft" on Windows Phone 8, which released in late October.

Why are the U.S. telecoms so vocal about the need for a third platform? Essentially, carriers want to reassert themselves and increase their leverage in the mobile value chain.

The carriers' business model relies on enticing customers into a two-year contract by offering them a sexy, new device that will change their lives. Carriers are always on the lookout for unique handsets to drive these contract sales.

However, AT&T no longer has the iPhone exclusively, and Android — initially nurtured by Verizon as a challenger to iOS — is also available on all carriers. The situation is similar in other parts of the world, with Android and iOS increasingly available across carriers.

That leaves the devices themselves as a way for carriers to differentiate themselves and lure consumers into contracts. But increasingly, it is a two-horse race in the handset market as well, with Apple and Samsung accounting for the lion's share of smartphone shipments.

From the carriers' point of view, their negotiating position is increasingly weak when sitting across the table from Apple and Samsung. The carriers don’t have much leverage when pushing for lower prices — they know they must stock Apple’s and Samsung’s Android-powered phones or risk losing mobile customers.

This is where the third platform comes in.

The emergence of a third major platform would likely fuel the rise of a third or a fourth major handset manufacturer (just as Android’s success helped set the stage for Samsung’s smartphone triumph).

Carriers "want to negotiate with more possible suitors from the [manufacturer] side," says Farago of Flurry.

More competition among manufacturers would give the carriers more room to play handset manufacturers off each other, shift the balance in negotiations, and potentially open up opportunities for exclusive handset offerings.

Carriers have already seen the playing field skew against them in other areas of the mobile industry, and don’t want to be sidelined any further.

One often-forgotten shift in platform-carrier relations is illustrative of the carriers’ fears.
Before Google and Apple developed their app stores, Farago reminded us, developers used to have to go through Verizon or AT&T to market their apps. But app stores like Apple’s App Store and Google Play stole away the opportunity.

The Verizon App Store, in fact, is shutting down this January.

Carriers are rightly worried about being commoditized and becoming providers of raw bandwidth that consumers plug into.

It’s a "device first, plan second" world, in Farago’s words.

But how much support can carriers provide to a third platform?

Carriers can provide an enormous boost to nascent platforms ... to a point.

Most consumers don’t read gadget blogs and have only vague ideas about the differences between a Galaxy S3 and an iPhone 5. So the influence of a carriers’ retail network and its salespeople can be crucial.

However, launching a new platform is easier said than done, even with thousands of storefronts and sales staff pushing it.

Building a competitive platform is an enormous undertaking involving numerous moving parts. Farago discussed this process, referred to as a "virtuous cycle" by economists, in written testimony before the U.S. Congress. It’s worth quoting at length as it offers a succinct vision of the difficulties involved.
"Starting such a cycle is an expensive, enormous 'chicken-or-egg' effort, which is rarely achieved sustainably and at scale within the technology industry. It's a symbiotic relationship where increased sales of hardware helps the sales of software and services, which in turn helps further drive hardware sales, and so on. It typically starts with the installed base of hardware (smartphones and tablets), though early, unique content can help significantly 'prime the pump.' The larger the device install base, the more the content creator will likely support the platform. When the consumer perceives that a lot of additional, value-added content is available on the platform, it makes the platform more desirable, resulting in more sold devices. This creates manufacturing economies of scale for the hardware maker, which increases profits and enables price reductions."

So, which are the contenders best suited for this task?

**Microsoft: The Consensus Favorite**

"Microsoft is, we believe, the one with the most promise," Farago says. Microsoft has "a legacy of building great operating systems and developer communities."

Microsoft has been aggressively reaching out to major developers and subsidizing the cost of Windows Phone apps.

Developers, we've previously argued, are the key to the mobile platform wars.

It helps that Microsoft had over $60 billion in cash and cash equivalents at the end of the last quarter; an enviable war chest with which to kickstart their mobile platform efforts.

Another advantage is that Windows 8 (for PCs and tablets) and Windows Phone 8 share a good deal of code. That means developers building for one Windows platform can reuse code when developing for the other, reducing their costs.
Developer starts on Windows Phone have been ticking up (see chart above). The surge of new projects may just be the result of Microsoft underwriting those apps, but it is a positive sign nonetheless.

Verizon’s support for Microsoft’s Windows Phone platform has also helped make it the favorite to step into the third platform spot. But it’s not there yet.

Carrier support and developer starts are nice, but Microsoft’s challenge is building an installed base. It doesn’t matter how varied and deep the app environment is, if the users aren’t there to build critical mass for the platform.

Microsoft’s market share has been stubbornly low. It didn’t help when Microsoft announced that current Windows Phone users would not get a full upgrade to Windows Phone 8.

That sank Windows Phone sales — no one wants a phone that will be obsolete in a few months — and Nokia’s tailspin threatens to take the whole platform with it.
This holiday season will be a huge test for Microsoft. Because of the typical two-year upgrade cycle, an enormous amount of contracts tied to smartphones acquired in late 2010 will be up for renewal this quarter, in addition to the consumers signing their first smartphone-linked contracts.

This is Microsoft’s first opportunity to get out there and show consumers it’s a viable alternative to Android and iOS. Conversely, we will also know by year-end if consumers take to Windows Phone 8, or if the operating system fails to live up to its promise.

Obviously, Microsoft doesn’t need a blowout quarter to remain relevant, but unless its sales numbers increase it will be difficult to make the case for Microsoft ever carving out a significant share of the smartphone market.

One strong point in Microsoft’s favor: The company has a pretty strong foothold in the enterprise, which could serve as a valuable beachhead for Windows Phone adoption.

Amazon: The Scrappy Upstart

Amazon is the outsider to keep an eye on.

It made its first big move into mobile last year with the release of the Kindle Fire tablet line.

(The tablets run on a "forked" version of Android that is Amazon’s own, and not compatible with Android’s app store.)
Although there is no confirmation from the company, all signs point to Amazon gearing up to release a smartphone.

Amazon's strong suit is their customer relationships.

Farago says of their positioning, "Amazon has several assets. They have consumers, consumer reach, they have trust, the second largest aggregation of credit cards, and a payment-enabled customer base."

Amazon's core competency is distribution. Historically that meant getting a book to your doorstep in a few days. As the tides shifted towards digital media, Amazon realized it needed to get a device in front of consumers it could deliver that media to. Hence, the Kindle was born.

The Kindle Fire was an extension of that effort — encompassing video and mobile apps — and a smartphone would be another.

Amazon should have no problem attracting developers after demonstrating the strength of its distribution capabilities, and how those translate to dollars for app developers.

Flurry recently found that revenue per active user on Kindle Fire apps was almost four times that of Android apps, and close to equaling iOS's number. (See chart above.)

Amazon can also scale a platform incredibly quickly. Amazon has consumers' attention in a way that Microsoft or Nokia or even Samsung do not. Amazon could release a good, though not great, device at a difficult-to-resist low price point, deploy millions of units, and cover any loss on the
hardware with content sales. That has been their strategy with all their hardware, from e-ink readers to HD tablets.

**Samsung: The Big Question Mark**

In September, Verizon CEO McAdam wondered aloud if Samsung would put out its own operating system.

"There is a potential elephant in the room with Samsung," he said.

He also predicted the recent court loss to Apple could spur Samsung into action on its own platform, presumably since an independent platform would reduce Samsung's intellectual property risk.

If Samsung were to go it alone, it's not clear whether they would opt for a revamped Bada (their own nascent platform), for a new "fork" of Android like Amazon or, more unlikely, build an all-new platform from scratch.

Samsung's competitive advantage is the tremendous success of its devices. Samsung shipped more than twice as many smartphones as second-place Apple last quarter and more than the rest of the Android manufacturers combined.

Despite all this success, Samsung has to think about how to continue being relevant, Farago told us.
Hardware is a bruising business with punishing costs and long production lead times. If a kink is thrown in at any point, even once-dominant companies can approach irrelevance very quickly, as Nokia and RIM have found out.

Samsung can't deliver a differentiated consumer experience like Amazon or Microsoft. Nor does it have the brand leverage of an Apple, and it must also worry about Amazon's ability to commoditize hardware.

Samsung remains very dependent on Android to power its phones. If another manufacturer were to challenge Samsung’s dominance, the manufacturer would have little control over the platform in order to drive unique features that could help it maintain a comparative advantage.

Also, Google has acquired competitor Motorola, one of Samsung’s main hardware rivals.

That acquisition forces Samsung to think twice about its reliance on Android, since it’s the same platform that powers Motorola.

Whether Samsung develops its own platform or not, the mere possibility should give Google pause, since it signals that Android’s principal manufacturer is not fully content within the Android ecosystem.

Samsung’s Galaxy devices are Android’s star draw. As we’ve documented before, there are major problems facing Android development, such as fragmentation and lower monetization for developers. Samsung is reportedly trying to wean its dependency off Android, and is launching a Windows Phone, which will be available exclusively on Verizon by year-end.

Research In Motion, for its part, has one last chance to reboot its messaging-focused platform so that it remains relevant in today's app-centered mobile world. Blackberry 10, to be released in January, may be too little, too late.

**THE BOTTOM LINE**

- It’s not clear a third platform is inevitable. Apple and Google have a dominant hold on the market, and consumers seem happy. But if a new major platform emerges, there will likely be benefits in the form of innovation and increased price competition.
- Carriers, in particular, are pushing for the emergence of a third platform. They would like to improve their negotiating position, and avoid being strong-armed by smartphone manufacturers.
- Microsoft and Amazon are the most likely to take the third platform spot, with Microsoft emerging as the consensus favorite overall.
Microsoft’s advantages include its track record building successful platforms and its pull with enterprise customers.

- But Amazon can’t be counted out after the success of its Kindle Fire tablets and its strong ties to consumers ... and their credit cards.